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Li ft Your Day
Perk up and get yourself motivated with a host of tips
in association with Starbucks® Chilled Classics
e all want
to live life to
the fullest
and get the
most out of
the time we
spend at
work, with family, working out,
and seeing friends. Making
every minute count takes a lot
of energy and organisation, and
we’re here to help. In no time at
all you’ll be feeling even more
empowered and ready to take
on the world.
Over the next few weeks,
in partnership with Starbucks
Chilled Classics, a trio of experts
will offer tips on making yourself
happier and more productive,
whether it’s on your daily
commute, in the office or
during your leisure time.
Wellbeing author Jo Usmar
will give you plenty of handy
hints on how to stay on top of
things throughout the day and
establishing a proper divide
between work and play.
Emily Seares, editor
of fashionbite.co.uk, will be
advising you on how to put
together stylish outfits with
minimal effort.
And Shara Tochia, fitness
trainer at 1 Rebel, will show
you how to give yourself
an immediate physical lift.
Together, our experts will
help you put everything in
perspective and help to
de-stress your day. Have you
got a burning question for any
of them? Just email starbucks@
stylist.co.uk and they’ll answer
as many as they can.
It won’t be long until you’re
feeling more uplifted, in control
and wondering what to do
with all this extra spare time
and energy.

EXPERTS JO, EMILY AND
SHARA ARE HERE TO HELP
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For more information and to find
out how you can win prizes to help
you lift your day, visit stylist.co.uk/
starbucks
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JO USMAR

E M I LY S E A R E S

Wellbeing expert

Style expert

SHARA TOCHIA
Body expert

Jo is the co-author of the
best-selling This Book Will Make
You… series – including This
Book Will Make You Happy. She
is also a freelance journalist
and founder of the self-help
Instagram video project, Bite
Size Psych. She’ll help put you
in the right frame of mind for
the day ahead.

Emily is a style journalist,
editor of fashionbite.co.uk
and the co-founder of digital
consultancy We-Elevate. She
featured in Vogue’s Digital
Power List Top 25 Online
Fashion Influencers, and
can help you work out how
to instantly lift your mood
through fashion.

Shara is a fitness trainer at
1 Rebel – a high intensity, dual
studio fitness concept in the
City of London. She is also the
co-founder of DOSE (doseapp.
co.uk), and will advise you how
to maximise your workouts and
give you tips on how to include
a little more movement in every
aspect of your life.

Pic k- me- up
Need a lift? Grab yourself a Starbucks Chilled Classic
As temperatures rise, get your caffeine kick from Starbucks’ Chilled
Classics, a delicious twist on your café favourites available straight from
your local supermarket chiller. Starbucks Caffé Americano with milk is the
brand new addition to the range – a cool and uplifting blend of creamy
milk and Starbucks 100% certified Arabica coffee that you can enjoy
anytime, anywhere. Other drinks available in the Starbucks Chilled
Classics range are Caffé Latte, Caramel Macchiato and Cappuccino.

